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Abstract: Loop closure detection is an important component of Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM). In this paper, a novel two-branch loop closure detection algorithm unifying deep
Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet) features and semantic edge features is proposed. In
detail, we use one feature extraction module to extract both ConvNet and semantic edge features
simultaneously. The deep ConvNet features are subjected to a Context Feature Enhancement (CFE)
module in the global feature ranking branch to generate a representative global feature descriptor.
Concurrently, to reduce the interference of dynamic features, the extracted semantic edge information
of landmarks is encoded through the Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) framework
in the semantic edge feature ranking branch to form semantic edge descriptors. Finally, semantic,
visual, and geometric information is integrated by the similarity score fusion calculation. Extensive
experiments on six public datasets show that the proposed approach can achieve competitive recall
rates at 100% precision compared to other state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: loop closure detection; semantic edges; VLAD; localization

1. Introduction

With the rapid expansion of driverless cars and mobile robots such as Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV), etc., Simultaneous Local-
ization and Mapping (SLAM) has attracted widespread attention from both academia and
industry [1]. The vision sensor-based SLAM system usually consists of the following mod-
ules: front-end visual odometer, back-end nonlinear optimization, loop closure detection
(LCD), and mapping [2]. Visual LCD aims to identify areas visited by the robot during
its motion [3]. By accurately detecting previously visited locations and matching them,
the accumulated position errors of the visual odometer can be effectively eliminated, thus
ensuring the accuracy of the SLAM system even in long-term, wide-area navigation and
localization [4].

An important aspect of improving visual LCD performance is to obtain effective scene
descriptions based on the input images. Traditional LCD methods rely on hand-crafted
feature descriptors for image matching. As an example of local features, each database
image is represented using local invariant features, and the features are clustered into a
fixed length vector, for example, bag of visual words (BoVW) [5], VLAD [6], or Fisher
Vectors [7]. These descriptor methods have significant advantages in terms of efficiency,
but they cannot represent complex structures and textures in images. They are susceptible
to scene changes in dynamic environments and cannot satisfy the needs of robots working
in complex environments [8].

In recent years, ConvNet-based feature extraction has gradually replaced the tradi-
tional hand-crafted feature extraction methods [9]. The original visual image is fed into a
well-designed deep ConvNet network, from which the deep ConvNet features of the image
are learned directly. LCD methods based on learned features have been proven to be faster,
more accurate, and more robust to scene changes than traditional methods, as shown by
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Zhang et al. [10]. Although the learning-based approach achieves good performance on
the trained dataset, its generalization ability while facing new environments still needs to
be improved. Some works [11–15] built high-level semantic feature descriptors from the
perspective of scene understanding. Abel et al. [11] proposed an X-View global positioning
system that employed a semantic segmentation result map of images to generate topo-
logical descriptors and performed matching to accomplish place recognition and global
positioning. Using semantic nodes as an abstract representation of landmarks can reduce
the impact of appearance changes. Benbihi et al. [12] achieved place recognition by direct
matching the semantic edges of two images in bucolic environments. These works were
built based on semantic segmentation networks as image pre-processing modules, followed
by semantic feature extraction and description. Different from the work mentioned above,
we are interested in the impact of two kinds of different features. The abstract deep Con-
vNet features are widely used for their excellent performance in LCD tasks. Additionally,
the complex human-understandable semantic edge features containing rich high-level
semantic and geometric information help to improve the robustness of the system. By
unifying both abstract ConvNet features and figurative semantic edge features, the pipeline
enables an adequate description of image information.

In this paper, we propose a novel and efficient two-branch LCD algorithm. The inputs
of the two branches are ConvNet features and multi-class semantic edges, respectively,
generated by the feature extraction module which is stacked by multi-residual networks
(Multi-ResNet). The ConvNet features are enhanced by the Context Feature Enhancement
(CFE) module and finally generate a robust global feature representation. The extracted
semantic edges are ranked with image similarity scores using the semantic edge descriptors
constructed by the VLAD framework in the semantic edge feature ranking branch. The
similarity scores of the two feature descriptors are input to the similarity scores fusion
module for final LCD determination. To emphasize, we only need to perform once time-
consuming feature extraction process, and the generated features can be shared by the
two branches.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) A two-branch network unifying ConvNet features and semantic edge features is
proposed to improve the robustness of LCD.

(2) A CFE module using low-level boundary textures as mutual guidance for aggre-
gating context information is designed to improve the robustness of the ConvNet
feature descriptor.

(3) Comparable experiments on six public challenging image sequences with state-of-
the-art methods show that the proposed approach achieves competitive recall rates at
100% precision.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work in
LCD and Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm in detail. In Section 4, experimental
results and comparative algorithm are analyzed. Section 5 presents a discussion of the
proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes the study.

2. Related Work

LCD primarily relies on the extraction and representation of environmental infor-
mation. There have been many different methods for encoding and mapping the images
captured by the vision sensor. We divide previous works into two categories: using
traditional hand-crafted features and ConvNet-based representations.

2.1. Hand-Crafted Features for LCD

For a long time, LCD task has been limited to hand-crafted feature-based repre-
sentations. Hand-crafted features can be distinguished as global descriptors and local
descriptors [8]. Gist [16] and Hog [17] descriptors are among the most acknowledged
global descriptors, they encode viewpoint information through concatenation of grid cells
and use a single vector to describe the overall appearance of the image. These methods
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have the advantage of compact representation and computational efficiency, but cannot
handle occluded, viewpoint-changing scenes. The hand-crafted local feature extractor
detects regions of interest in an image and describes them. FAB-MAP [18] is a proba-
bilistic appearance-based method that extracts SIFT and SURF features from the database
and clusters the features as a tree structure called visual dictionary. Bag-of-Binary-Words
(BoBW) [19] constructs a visual dictionary using FAST and BRIEF binary descriptors and
combines invariance to scale and rotation variations, thus obtaining excellent performance
in terms of accuracy and efficiency. HTMap [20] is a two-level loop closure approach based
on a hierarchical decomposition of the environment. Each image is represented using
the pyramid histogram of oriented gradients (PHOG) global descriptor and a set of local
features (LDB binary descriptor). This hierarchical scheme increases the speed of search
while maintaining high accuracy. Tsintotas et al. [21] proposed an online image-to-sequence
probabilistic voting framework, which is independent of any prior knowledge of the work-
ing environment. The same authors improved their approach named BoTW-LCD by adding
a temporal filter and a vocabulary management technique to reduce the growth rate of the
vocabulary and constraint the computational complexity of the system [22].

2.2. ConvNet-Based Features for LCD

The development of deep learning in the computer vision field provides more solu-
tions for the LCD task. Lategahn et al. [23] proposed an Illumination Robust Descriptor
(DIRD), using a meta-heuristic algorithm to train the descriptors and obtain better perfor-
mance than hand-crafted descriptors. Subsequently, many methods started to use ConvNet
as an encoder to obtain the overall representation of the image. Chen et al. [24] were the
first to use a pre-trained ConvNet named Overfeat to learn image features for detecting
similar localizations. FILD [25] uses ConvNet features extracted from the final average
pooling layer of MobileNetV2 [26] as the image representation. Inspired by VLAD, the
NetVLAD [27] network utilizes an end-to-end training architecture. The trained repre-
sentation outperforms off-the-shelf ConvNet descriptors. Yu et al. [28] built a spatial
pyramid-enhanced VLAD (SPE-VLAD) layer to encode feature extraction and trained the
network with the weighted triplet loss (WT-loss). In addition, some approaches [29–31]
used the attention mechanism to identify salient regions in the feature map to improve the
performance of LCD tasks.

Different from the convolutional mapping employed by the above descriptors, another
series of descriptors rely on the use of convolutional activation, more specifically, detecting
semantic entities’ information in the image and aggregating them into a final representation.
In [32], the semantic histogram and the HOG descriptors constructed using the pixel-level
semantic labels of the query image were stacked into a final descriptor vector. VLASE [14]
implemented vehicle localization using semantic edges. In particular, pixels located at se-
mantic edges generated by the probability distribution of the last layer of the ConvNet were
considered as entities of interest and aggregated into a VLAD descriptor. Benbihi et al. [12]
designed a global image description applicable to bucolic environments across seasons. It
was built from the wavelet transform of the image’s semantic edges. [11] proposed a graph-
based image descriptor that exploits the geometric structure and semantics of the scene.
Wang et al. [33] performed semantic segmentation to extract landmarks. Semantic topology
graphs were then applied to encode landmark spatial relationships and combined with
convolutional features of landmark regions extracted using pre-trained AlexNet to retrieve
the loop closure candidates. Semantic features of images can efficiently handle viewpoint
changes. However, the semantic-based approaches mentioned above were computationally
expensive because they relied on an external landmark detector as a preprocessing unit for
image information. Additionally, the ConvNet features in the feature extraction process are
not concerned or utilized. Our approach makes full use of the features computed by the
feature extraction module, and the extracted convolutional mapping features and semantic
features are separately processed by two branches for generating loop closure candidates.
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The proposed method aims to improve the accuracy of LCD by using two different features
extracted by a single feature extraction module to adequately represent the image.

3. Methodology

In this section, the proposed LCD framework with dual branches is described in detail.
The entire network can be summarized as four units: feature extraction module, global
feature ranking branch, semantic edge feature ranking branch, and similarity score fusion
computation. The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. Our proposed
model extracts deep convolutional features and semantic edge features in one pass. The
two branches are processed separately for loop closure candidates. Finally, a similarity
score fusion calculation is performed to jointly select the most similar images.
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Figure 1. An overview of the proposed module. As the incoming image stream enters the pipeline, the
ConvNet features and the semantic edge features of the image are extracted by the feature extraction
module. The first ones enter the global feature ranking branch to retrieve the most similar ConvNet
candidates. The semantic edges are sent to the semantic edge feature ranking branch to select the
most similar images in human vision. Finally, the matched image pair is generated by similarity score
fusion computation.

3.1. Feature Extraction Module

Our feature extraction module relies on a semantic edge detection network STEAL [32]
which is trained end-to-end on the Cityscapes dataset [34] using Multi-ResNet [35] as the
backbone. The four activation maps generated by the Multi-ResNet are fed into the feature
fusion unit to produce sharp and precise semantic boundaries of M categories (for the
Cityscapes dataset, M = 19, including 11 static classes and 8 dynamic classes). To match
the two-branch structure, we choose the outputs of the Res2 and Res5 as inputs of global
feature ranking module, as depicted in Figure 1. The low-level convolutional feature map
containing rich texture information interacts with the deep convolutional feature map
containing semantic information to improve the performance of global features. In our
framework, two kinds of features are generated by a single feature extraction in preparation
for LCD candidates ranking of two branches.
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3.2. Global Feature Ranking with Context Feature Enhanced Module
3.2.1. Context Feature Enhanced module

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the Context Feature Enhanced (CFE) model. The
feature map x1 ∈ RC1×W×H generated by Res5 block and the rich texture feature map
x2 ∈ RC2×W2×H2 generated by Res2 block, respectively, go through two convolution lay-
ers and a downsampling process to generate three new feature maps ( f x , f sel f , fy

)
∈

RC×W×H , where C = 256. The feature maps fx, fsel f and fy are then flattened to RC×HW

and then fx, fy conduct matrix multiplication to generate boundary-semantic attention
map m of size HW×HW. The softmax function is applied to the map m. The whole process
can be described as:

m(i, j) =
exp

(
fx

T
i · fy j

)
∑HW

i=1 exp
(

fx
T
i · fy j

) (1)
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m(i, j) denotes the influence of the j-th position in the boundary feature map fy to
the i-th position in the convolutional feature map fx. The result of multiplying fsel f and
boundary-semantic attention map m is resized to fup ∈ RC1×W×H and then superimposed
on the feature map x1. The output E of the CFE module can be denoted as:

E =x1+m · fsel f (2)

By combining geometric and contextual information, the weights of the boundary
region locations used for LCD tasks are enhanced.

3.2.2. Image Descriptor and ConvNet Candidate

To aggregate the enhanced feature map output from CFE module into a compact global
descriptor, a trainable Generalized-Mean (GeM) pooling layer [36] and l2 normalization
layer are added after the CFE module. GeM pooling layer contains a learnable parameter
that can be trained as part of the back propagation. Specifically, given an enhanced feature
map E with dimension C1 ×W × H, the global feature descriptor f output from the GeM
pooling layer can be expressed as:

f =
[

f1... fc... fC1

]T , fc= (
1
|Ec| ∑

x∈Ec

xpc)
1
pc (3)
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Ec is the set of W × H activations for the feature map c ∈ {1 . . . C 1}. The pooling
parameter pc can be learned or manually set. Max pooling method when pc → ∞ and
average pooling method for pc = 1 are special cases of GeM pooling. The dimensionality
of the feature vector f is equal to C1. For our network C1 is equal to 2048. We use the
l2 normalization to normalize the vector f as the image descriptor. The similarity score
between two images is finally calculated with the inner product.

3.2.3. Transfer Learning and Loss Function

Transfer learning aims at improving the performance of target learners on target do-
mains by transferring the knowledge contained in different but related source domains [37].
To take full advantage of the semantic geometry knowledge learned by the feature extrac-
tion network, we freeze the Multi-ResNet layers of the STEAL network and employ transfer
learning to train CFE module and GeM layer with Hard Positive Hard Negative (HPHN)
quadruplet loss [38].

To compute the HPHN quadruplet loss, each batch of the training data includes a
series of quadruplets. Each quadruplet is denoted as T = (I a, {I p}, {I n}, I∗n), where Ia is
an anchor image, {I p} is a collection of positive loop closure images, {I n} is a collection of
negative loop closure images, and I∗n is a randomly sampled negative image that is different
with Ia, {I p}, {I n}. The HPHN quadruplet loss is defined as:

LHPHN =

[∥∥∥ f (Ia)− f
(

δhp

)∥∥∥2

2
−min

(
‖ f (Ia)− f (δhn)‖2

2,
∥∥ f (I∗n)− f

(
δ′hn
)∥∥2

2

)
+γ

]
+

(4)

where [. . .]+ denotes the hinge loss. γ is the unified margin. δhp, δhn, δ′hn can be calculated
from the following equation.

δhp = argmax
Ii
p∈{Ip}

∥∥∥ f (Ia)− f (Ii
p

)∥∥∥2

2

δhn = argmin
Ii
n∈{In}

∥∥ f (Ia)− f (Ii
n
)∥∥2

2

δ′hn = argmin
I j
n∈{In}

∥∥∥ f (I∗n)− f (I j
n

)∥∥∥2

2

(5)

The hardest positive image δhp is the least similar image among {I p} with the anchor
image. And the hardest negative image δhn is the most similar one to the anchor image
found in {I n}. δ′hn is one of the negative images in {I n} which has the minimum distance
with the randomly sampled negative sample I∗n . The first term in Equation (4) is the
upper bound of the feature distance between each positive image and anchor image, and
the second term is the lower bound of the hardest negative training data which has the
minimum feature distance of all the negative image pairs in a batch.

Training with HPHN quadruplet, our global feature ranking module produces more
representative global descriptors by considering both the maximum distance of positive
pairs and the minimum distance of negative pairs.

3.3. Semantic Edge Feature Ranking

This module aims to use human-interpretable semantic edge features learned from an
advanced convolutional network for LCD. We utilize the VLAD framework to retrieve the
most similar image in human vision.

3.3.1. Semantic Edge Features Codebook

For a given input image Iq, another output of the feature extraction module is seman-
tic edge features associated with the probability of multi-label semantic categories. To
reduce the interference of dynamic features, we only select pixels of static categories to
form the original set of features. As shown in Figure 3, the semantic edge features are
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filtered to remove the dynamic semantic class of edge features. The features of the points
can be denoted as M(p) = {M 1(p) . . . Mk(p) . . . MK(p)} for each pixel p ∈ Iq, where K
is the number of static semantic categories. Static semantic edge feature points are the
collection of the pixels with at least one probability Mk(p) greater than 0.5. Inspired
by VLASE [14], we further extend this K-dimensional feature signature by attaching a
two-dimensional normalized pixel location feature

[
px/W Iq , py/H Iq

]
, where WIq and HIq

denote the width and height of the input image Iq, and px and py denote the position of
the pixel point in the image Iq, respectively. Then, we weight the spatial coordinates to

obtain Y = {αM 1(p), . . . , αMK(p), (1− α)px/W Iq , (1− α)py/H Iq

}
as the feature vec-

tor of each selected feature point, where α = 0.1 following [14]. Thus, the K + 2 dimension
features of image Iq are obtained.
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Then, a codebook of size N can be calculated by iterative training with the K-means algorithm.
{Cn ∈ RK+2|C 1. . . Cn. . . CN} denote centers of clustering. {x i

n ∈ RK+2, i = 1 . . . ln|x ln
n

}
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denote the features belonging to the Cn center, where ln is the number of features. The
VLAD codebook v ∈ RN×(K+2), in our notation, is expressed as:

v =

(
l1

∑
i=1

(
xi

1 − C1

)
, ...,

lN

∑
i=1

(
xi

N − CN

))
(6)

3.3.2. Semantic Edge Descriptor and Visual Candidate

For the input image sequence, the extracted semantic edges are first processed ac-
cording to the above steps to obtain the K + 2 dimension features. The corresponding
N × (K + 2) semantic-edge descriptor is computed using the trained VLAD codebook,
with power normalization followed by l2 normalization. Finally, the most similar de-
scriptors are searched in the database using the cosine distance to generate visual loop
closure candidates.

3.4. Fusion Calculation

For the current frame Iq, we obtain two sets of loop candidates ranking detected from
the two parallel branches. The top 20 candidates are taken out separately to form a new set
of candidates. The calculated global feature similarity and semantic edge feature similarity
between Iq and final loop candidate are Sc and Se, respectively. The final similarity score
fusion calculation is defined as:

S = w · Sc + (1 − w) · Se (7)

where w and 1 − w are the weights of the two branches. If S reaches a certain threshold, the
image is determined to be a true loop closure.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Setting
4.1.1. Datasets

To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework, we conduct experiments on
six public and challenging sequences, and their details are shown in Table 1. These datasets
were collected in different environments, for example, with strong visual repetition and
interference from dynamic objects, such as cars and pedestrians. Four of them are KITTI00,
KITTI05, KITTI06, and KITTI09 which are representative sequences of the KITTI vision
benchmark suite dataset [39]. The author in [25] provided corresponding ground truths.
Another image sequence is the Malaga dataset “urban#8” (Malaga#8) in [40], which was
taken in an urban road scene with a travel distance of 4.5 km. We manually analyzed the
GPS information of the dataset and set the image pairs within 20 m to be true loop closures.
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm in weakly textured boundary scenarios,
we also performed experiments on the City Centre (CC) dataset. CC is captured by the left
and right cameras installed in the vision system of a wheeled robot. Each image is mainly
occupied by buildings and therefore contains less boundary texture information. The left
images of CC are employed in the evaluation and its ground truth was provided by the
authors in [18].

Table 1. Descriptions of the used datasets.

Dataset Description Image Resolution #Images Frame Rate (Hz) Distance (km)

KITTI

Seq#00

Outdoor
dynamic

1241 × 376 4541

10

3.7
Seq#02 1241 × 376 4661 5.0
Seq#05 1226 × 370 2761 2.2
Seq#06 1226 × 370 1101 1.2
Seq#09 1221 × 370 1591 1.7
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Table 1. Cont.

Dataset Description Image Resolution #Images Frame Rate (Hz) Distance (km)

Malaga dataset Urban#8 Outdoor slightly
dynamic 1024 × 768 10026 20 4.5

Oxford City Center Outdoor dynamic 640 × 480 1237 10 1.9

4.1.2. Parameters Setting

We fix the weights of the feature extraction module and train the global feature ranking
branch on the KITTI02 sequence using transfer learning. The margins γ for the HPHN
quadruplet loss are set to 0.5. The input images are resized to 544 × 544. Adam optimizer is
used for training 30 epochs with a learning rate of 1 × 10 −6. We set the batch size to 1 and
each batch includes a quadruplet with 2 positive images and 9 negative images (including
1 randomly sampled image). All experiments are conducted on an Intel(R) Core i7-11700F
CPU@2.50GHz computer with a GeForce GTX 3080Ti GPU card.

4.1.3. Evaluation Metrics

We use the recall rate at 100% precision to evaluate our proposed method. The
precision and recall can be calculated by Equations (8) and (9). Precision is defined as the
number of true positive loops over the total number of loops that the algorithm detected.
Recall refers to the ratio between the number of true positive loops and the total number of
loops defined in the ground truth.

Precision =
Truepositives

Truepositives + Falsepositives
(8)

Recall =
Truepositives

Truepositives + Falsenegatives
(9)

4.2. Effect of Semantic Categories for Semantic Edge Descriptor

To investigate the impact of dynamic semantic edge categories on the semantic feature
ranking branch, we test the max recall of different subsets of the 19 semantic edge categories
on six datasets. The results are shown in Figure 4, where “All classes” means that the
semantic edge descriptor is constructed using 19 semantic classes., “Car removed” means
that the semantic edges of the car class are removed when building the semantic edge
descriptor, “Static classes” means using only 11 static semantic categories of edges. As
shown in Figure 4, five of the six datasets achieved the highest recall using only static
classes. In particular, on the KITTI05 dataset, using only static classes improved the recall
by 5.63% compared to using all classes. On the KITTI00 dataset, the removal of the semantic
edges of the car class caused a decrease in accuracy. This is due to the characteristics of the
dataset, where many of the loop closure images contain stationary vehicles parked at the
roadside, and the semantic edges of these vehicles are useful for loop closure judgments.
In most cases, removing dynamic semantic classes helps to improve the accuracy and
reliability of the LCD system. In the following experiments, we use only static classes for
the construction of semantic edge descriptors.
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4.3. Effectiveness of Context Feature Enhanced (CFE) Module

Table 2 presents the max recall rates at 100% precision of the global feature ranking
branch with and without the CFE module on six datasets. According to Table 2, compared to
the global feature ranking branch without the CFE module, the recall rates of the algorithm
with the CFE module increase by 0.25% (KITTI00) to 6.72% (KITTI06). The results show that
the CFE module is capable of learning low-level boundary textures, aggregating context
information, and improving the representation ability of global features.

Table 2. The comparative results of the global feature ranking branch with and without the CFE
module on six datasets.

Datasets
Without CFE Module With CFE Module

Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

KITTI00 100 91.12 100 91.37
KITTI05 100 85.06 100 87.22
KITTI06 100 90.41 100 97.03
KITTI09 100 90.48 100 95.23

Malaga#8 100 57.03 100 57.80
CC 100 62.68 100 68.97

4.4. Effectiveness of Descriptors for Two Branches

To analyze the performance of the two kinds of features, we compare the precision-
recall curves for six evaluation sequences by varying the inliner number of two branches.
As shown in Figure 5, KITTI06 achieves the highest recall rate in each of the two branches.
In Figure 5a, the recall rate of the CC dataset at 100% precision is 68.97%. However, in
Figure 5b, the recall rate is 13.69%, which indicates that when there is a lack of sufficient
edge information in the loop closure images, the recall of the semantic edge feature ranking
branch will perform poorly, and the global feature ranking branch can still work stably.
It is noticed that in Figure 5, the performance of the two features varies somewhat across
datasets. The convolution features generally outperform the semantic edge features.
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In the two-branch fusion calculation, we perform a weighted fusion of the similarities
obtained from the global feature ranking branch and the semantic edge feature ranking
branch. To take full advantage of the two branches, we investigate the maximum recall of
the system with different weight fusion coefficients w on KITTI00, KITTI05, and Malaga#8
datasets. Results in Figure 6 show that as the weight w increases (i.e., the weight of the
candidates in the global feature ranking branch increases), the recall of the system tends to
increase on the three datasets. Additionally, when w = 0.7, the three datasets obtain the best
performance. Based on the experimental results, we set w = 0.7 in our fusion calculation.
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4.5. Comparative Results

Figure 7 shows the ground truth trajectory and our loop closure detection results
at 100% precision of KITTI 00, KITTI05, KITTI06, KITTI09, Malaga#8, and CC datasets.
The blue line indicates the robot trajectory obtained from the ground truth provided by
each dataset. The cyan dots indicate the loop closures found by the proposed method
and the black dots represent false negative loop closures. In order to intuitively display
the prediction results of the model, we randomly select a pair of true loop closures and
a pair of false negative loop closures in each dataset and scale them up. We can see that
the scenes that correspond to true loop closures in Figure 7 contain small dynamic objects,
which indicates that our proposed method is robust for little viewpoint change and small
dynamic object inference. The scenes that correspond to false negative loop closures are
accompanied by significant changes in perspective or insufficient static feature information,
which make loop closure detection difficult even for human eyes. In general, our proposed
method can accurately detect most of the true loops even when there are some viewpoint
changes or medium dynamic objects.

We compare our method with various state-of-the-art and typical LCD algorithms
including: DloopDetector [19], Tsintotas et al. [21], Kazmi et al. [41], FILD [25], BoTW-
LCD [22], and SVG-Loop [42]. DloopDetector is the most classic and practical method in
LCD. Tsintotas et al. and BoTW-LCD are open-source and influential algorithms based
on traditional features. Kazmi et al. and FILD are popular visual LCD methods based on
ConvNet features. SVG-Loop is the latest LCD framework based on semantic, visual, and
geometric information. Table 3 shows the recall rates at 100% precision of different algo-
rithms on six sequences. ‘-’ indicates that the comparison algorithms are not experimented
on the dataset due to hardware limitations or unavailable source code.

Table 3. Recall rates at 100% precision of different algorithms.

Approach KITTI00 KITTI05 KITTI06 KITTI09 Malaga#8 CC

DloopDetector [19] 78.42 67.59 90.44 41.87 17.80 30.59
Tsintotas et al. [21] 76.50 53.07 95.53 87.89 26.80 82.03

Kazmi et al. [41] 90.39 81.41 97.39 - - 75.58
FILD [25] 91.23 65.11 93.38 - - 66.48

BoTW-LCD [22] 93.78 83.13 94.46 90.48 41.37 36.00
SVG-Loop [42] 73.51 47.87 58.11 50.46 - -

Proposed 91.50 87.46 97.78 95.23 59.53 68.61
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Figure 7. Trajectories of the six datasets and all detected loop closures and false negative loop closures
at 100% precision. (a) Results of the proposed method on KITTI00. (b) Results of the proposed method
on KITTI05. (c) Results of the proposed method on KITTI06. (d) Results of the proposed method on
KITTI09. (e) Results of the proposed method on Malaga#8. (f) Results of the proposed method on CC.
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As shown in Table 3, our proposed framework outperforms the other approaches
in four sequences KITTI05, KITTI06, KITTI09, and Malaga#8, where the performance is
improved mainly because the environment contains rich semantic, boundary, and texture
information, which are the foundation of the proposed method to generate loop closure
candidates. The undetected loop closures in KITTI00 mainly occur at corners with large
viewpoint variations (as shown in Figure 7). BoTW-LCD achieves the highest recall on
KITTI00 with a low amount of unique visual words generated through feature track-
ing. Weakly textured boundary scenarios in the CC dataset pose a great challenge to the
proposed method which heavily depends on deep ConvNet features and semantic edge
features. However, our approach can still achieve a competitive result by unifying these
two kinds of features in two branches complementarily.

5. Discussion
5.1. Experiments Analysis

Based on the proposed algorithm and the experiment results, the following points
need to be emphasized.

• In contrast to the LCD algorithm using only semantic edges, the proposed method
incorporates abstract convolutional features as well. Furthermore, the experiment
results show that the performance of the convolutional features is better than that of
the semantic edge features. By fusing the two different features, the system achieves
the best performance.

• In the processing of semantic edge features, we artificially remove the edge feature
points of dynamic semantic attributes. Additionally, it is demonstrated in the exper-
imental results that removing dynamic features helps to achieve a higher accuracy
rate. However, as edge points often have two or more attributes, the results can still
be disturbed by dynamic object boundary points, especially when dynamic objects
occupy a certain proportion of the picture.

• As the test datasets do not contain the ground truth of semantic edges, the feature
extraction module has to use the weights pre-trained on the Cityscapes dataset, which
damages the accuracy of our learning-based method. Even so, the proposed algorithm
achieves competitive results.

5.2. Experiment Implementation and Runtime Analysis

We implemented the proposed algorithm in three steps: (1) feature extraction and
global feature ranking. (2) VLAD codebook construction and semantic descriptor genera-
tion. (3) fusion calculation. The results are shown in Table 4. For a single image, it takes
approximately 0.38s to obtain both semantic and ConvNet features. The semantic ranking
branch was trained on CPUs. When integrating into the SLAM system, the algorithm
can use the keyframes output by the front-end visual odometer or adjust the sliding step
(determining the detection gap) to match the real-time requirement of the SLAM system.

Table 4. Average processing time of per image in KITTI00, Malaga#8 and CC sequences.

Average Time (s)

KITTI00 Malage#8 CC

Feature extraction
0.3878 0.3901 0.3817Global feature ranking

Semantic descriptor generation 0.4458 0.4004 0.4029

Fusion calculation 0.0041 0.0109 0.0006

Total 0.8377 0.8014 0.7852
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel LCD framework unifying deep ConvNet and semantic edge
features with a two-branch structure is proposed. The proposed method takes Multi-
ResNet as a feature extraction module to extract two different kinds of features (ConvNet
features and semantic edge features), allowing for maximum shared computation. The
two-branch structure retrieves loop closure candidates based on abstract ConvNet features
and figurative semantic edge features, respectively. Finally, the advantages of the two kinds
of features are combined through fusion calculation. Experimental results on six public
sequences show the effectiveness of the proposed system compared to other contemporary
state-of-the-art algorithms.
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